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The Performer 
 
This chapter will describe the Performer View, explaining the performer-environment and showing 
how to control and setup performer scripts. 
 

General Description 

 
 
The Performer is a programmable interface part of DiffractGUI. Its main purpose is to allow the user 
to setup and run complex simulations that involve several DIFFRACT runs, in conjunction with 
controlled changes to the command.dat between the runs. Furthermore, it offers a set of 
mathematical routines, hence it can be used to generate beam-distributions or mask-files of arbitrary 
shape (similar to the Mask-Editor) and it can be used to perform general computational routines. 
Another possible application for the Performer is the analysis of the data generated by DIFFRACT. 
Matrices and plots can be created and visualized within DiffractGUI.  The Graph-View pane can be 
used to visualize xy-curves generated with performer scripts. 
 
Once a command.dat is loaded in DiffractGUI, the PerformerView can be opened in one of the 
following ways: 
 
 

  Click on the „Performer“ ribbon category tab: 
 

 
 
 

 In the „Windows“ category click on the „Performer“ icon: 
 

 
 
 
Upon this, the Performer interpreting engine is initialized and the Performer View is displayed, as 
indicated in the next picture. 
 
At the first show-up, the Performer explores the current directory and searches for any files that 
have the extension „.performer“. If exactly one is found, then this file is automatically loaded in the 
PerformerView, otherwise the empty „new.perfomer“ will be used. It is therefore practical to keep 
only one performer-type file in each working directoy. 
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The PerformerView contains two windows: the Command Library and the Performer Editor. 
  

The Command Library Window 

 

The Command Library is a large collection of all available commands. It serves as a source, from 
which commands can be inserted into the current sequence simply by drag and drop.  

The information is grouped in three parts: 

 SYSTEM_COMMANDS   This item contains all available commands that affect the operating 
system, DIFFRACT or the current command.dat: 
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 BASE_COMMANDS This item contain all commands that are integrated in the Performer 
engine. They are also grouped into several subgroups, which will be described in a different 
section of this manual. 

 

 RUN_EXAMPLES The run examples is the only part that is loaded from an external file, in 
contrast to the other items which are all initialized from internal data. During the 
initialization of the performer engine, DiffractGUI is searching for a file named 
run_examples.xml in the directory where DiffractGUI is installed.  If found, the content of 
this file is inserted in the RUN_EXAMPLES item. In fact, this file is intended to contain a 
collection of useful routines. At delivery time, it will give a set of procedures and examples 
for various situations, but it can be changed by the user, by adding new routines that may be 
useful for future sequence scripts.  
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The Performer Editor Window 

 
 
This window contains the current sequence script. This script can be edited or modified in various 
ways.  Most operations can be simply done by drag and drop from the command library window. 
 
 

 
 
The editor is build up of two columns: 
 

- The left column contains the command names that build up the performer sequence script. 
The names must be valid names, which mean they must have been copied from the 
Command Library Window. For this reason, it can be changed only by drag and drop 
operations from the Command Library, the names cannot be changed directly from the 
keyboard. 

 
- The right column contains a value that is attached to the corresponding command item. If 

the command needs no values, the column may contain any arbitrary text, typically some 
remark, or it can be left empty. This column must be edited by typing characters from the 
keyboard.  

 
The commands are displayed with their inherent parent-child relationship as a tree of items. 
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Creating a New Sequence Script 
 
A new sequence script can be generated by the „New Sequence“-command: 
 

 
 
CAUTION: This will empty any existing script sequence without prompt. 
 

Saving Sequence Script to File 

 
The sequence scripts are stored in xml-formatted text files having the extension .performer. The 
content of the Performer Editor Window can be saved into such a file with the Save Sequence or 
Save As commands: 
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Loading Sequence Script from File 

 
With the Load Sequence command, any previously stored .performer-files can be loaded into the 
Performer Editor Window: 
 

 
 
 
 

Editing a Sequence Script 

 

The editing operations can be imparted in two categories:  
  

 operations that insert commands or change the order of the commands 

 operations that change the command value 
 
The first category can be performed only by drag and drop or by cut, copy and paste operations, 
while the second needs input from the keyboard. 
 

Inserting Commands 
To insert new commands into the Editor Window, simply drag and drop from the command library: 
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It should be noted that not only the command item itself is inserted, but also all of its contained 
descendents (children, their children etc.), if any. This way, it is very easy to insert programs or 
subroutines of arbitrary complexity with one drag-drop operation. Especially the RUN_EXAMPLES 
item of the Command Library can be a useful source of such routines.  
 
If no keyboard key is pressed during the drop-operation, then the dropped item is inserted as 
immediate following SIBLING of the item where the mouse button have been released. 
 
If the Ctrl key is hold pressed during the drop-operation, then the dropped item is inserted as first 
CHILD of the item where the mouse button have been released. 
 
If there is no target item where the mouse has been released, then the dropped item is appended to 
the root item list (that is the list of items that have no visible parents, sitting on the highest level of 
hierarchy). 
 
Drag and drop works not only from Command Library to the Performer Editor, but it can be used  
also to copy items inside the Perfomer Editor. The dragged items will always be copied (never 
moved!), this makes it very easy to duplicate commands or change the command hierarchy and 
program structure.  However, this makes also possible to generate invalid hierarchies or commands, 
hence care has to be taken when using this feature. 
 
 

Deleting Commands 
 
To delete a command, first one must select the command item then choose the „Cut“-command on 
the ribbon: 
 

Click on the command and 
hold left mouse button 
pressed ….   … keep left mouse button 

pressed, move mouse here, 
then release button. 
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Upon this, the selected item is removed from the sequence list and placed to the clipboard. This 
gives a second chance to restore ( with the paste-command ) an accidentally performed cut.  
 
The item is removed together with all its descendants (children, their children etc.). 
 

Copy and Paste 
 
To copy a command to the clipboard, first one must select the command item then choose the 
„Copy“-command on the ribbon: 
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Upon this, the selected item is placed to the clipboard, together with all its descendants, in a special 
format, which is accepted for pasting only by the Performer Editor. The Copy-command works also 
for any item of the Command Library, which makes possible to get commands into the Performer 
Editor not only by drag and drop, but also by copy and paste. 
 
As mentioned, the used clipboard format is proprietary to the PerformerView and not accepted by 
other programs. However, it is possible to copy the selected item as text (xml-style or plain), if 
desired. To copy as xml-text, one must hold the Ctrl-key pressed when the Copy-command is clicked 
and to copy as plain text, one must hold the Ctrl- and Shift-keys both pressed. 
 
To paste the clipboard content into the Performer Editor, the Paste command must be used: 
 

 
 
A few things should be considered, when using the paste feature: 
 
Paste can be used only for the Performer Editor window, but not for the Command Library. It works 
similar to the drop action: 
If no keyboard key is pressed when paste is invoked, then the clipboard item is inserted as 
immediatelly following SIBLING of the item that happens to be under the mouse cursor. If the Ctrl-
key is pressed when paste is invoked, then the clipboard item is inserted as first CHILD of the item 
that happens to be under the mouse cursor. If no item is under the mouse cursor, then the clipboard 
item is appended as last sibling of the root item list. 
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Editing Command Values 
 
To edit the value attached to a command, one must first click on it: 
 

 
 
This will open an edit box which will accept any keyboard characters: 
 

 
 

 
To finish the changes, one must click on some other place anywhere outside the edit box. Please 
notice that pressing the Return-key will NOT terminate the edit box. 
Also, the edit box will accept any text, there is no syntax checking at this point. 
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For certain cases, where only a restricted set of input is accepted (like “Yes” or “No”), a combo-box 
may appear instead of the edit box, offering all possible input options. 
 
 
 

Running the Sequence Script 
 
The Start Sequence command will start the Performer engine with the sequence currently contained 
in the Performer Editor: 
 

 
 
The output pane contains a tab, named „Performer“, which is the main text output of the Performer 
engine. Although not necessary, it is useful to make this tab visible, to follow the various print-outs, 
as illustrated in the above picture.   
 
Upon start, the sequence script is always passed first to a pre-compiler, which performs first syntax 
checks and translates it into some internal data structures, thus improving considerably the speed of 
the subsequent execution of the sequence. 
 
During developing, during learning or for debugging of bigger sequences, the Trace Sequence option 
may be used:  
  

 
 
If this option is enabled, the performer engine will continuously select the currently executed 
command. This is especially helpful in case a runtime error occurs, since the last executed item 
appears selected, possibly giving a hint for further investigations. It is important to remark that this 
option will considerably slow down the execution of the sequence script; hence it should be used 
judiciously. 
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Stopping the Sequence Script 

 
For speed reasons, the execution of the sequence script is blocking, which means that the user has to 
wait until the sequence is finished or paused and no other input is accepted. This operation mode 
can be aborted only by pressing the Esc-key on the keyboard.  
Certain commands require larger periods of waiting time (for example, waiting for DIFFRACT to finish 
its computations). During these waiting periods, DiffractGUI accepts normal user input and the Stop 
Sequence command can be used to abort. 
 
 
 

The Run Examples 
 
 
The run examples contained in the RUN_EXAMPLES item of the Command Library build a useful pool 
of arbitrary, user generated, procedures or code snippets.  Furthermore, it is easily possible to add 
new code or remove obsolete parts from them.  It has been mentioned already, that the run 
examples are loaded from a single file, named „run_examples.xml“ during the initialization of the 
Command  Library. This file can be load into the Performer Editor, modified as needed and saved 
back like any other performer file. 
 
To load the file into the editor, one must use the Load Sequence command and hold the Ctrl-key 
pressed: 
 

 
 
Upon this, the „run_examples.xml“ will appear in the Performer Editor (eventually replacing any 
other existing sequence): 
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The sequence can be changed now, as desired. Typically, paste of previously tested and copied items 
will make sense here, but there is no restriction for other changes too.  Once finished, the file should 
be saved back with „Save Sequence“, additionally it might be useful to save a copy of it with a 
different name by using the „Save As“ command. At the next initialization of the Command Library 
the changed content of the run_examples.xml will appear visible in the Command Library. This can 
be forced by closing and re-opening the PerformerView. 
 
 

Expressions 

 

There are two kinds of expressions that are accepted by the performer engine: string expressions and 
arithmetic expressions, which will be explained in the next sections.  

String Expressions 
 
String expressions can be used for most commands that need text as value (like PRINT or 
MESSAGE_BOX), especially those commands which need a file-name or variable-name as value.  A 
simple string expression is just a sequence of letter characters (including whitespaces!). Numerical 
values can be included in the sequence by a  
 

${ arithmetic_expression : format_specifier }$ 
 
sequence. The format_specifier is optional, but, if present, it must be separated by a colon ‚:‘ from 
the arithmetic_expression.  
Text variables can be embedded in a string expression by specifying their name embraced in “”, like 
 

“textvariable_name” 
Non-representable characters, like new-line or carriage-return, can be inserted by the following 
construct:  %nn, where nn is a two-digit hexnumber (from 01 to ff). For example, a new-line 
command can be introduced everywhere with %0a. 
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The following script sequence should illustrate the effect of various format specifiers. 
 
BLOCK   Format examples 
 VARIABLE   xx = 1234.5678e33 
 VARIABLE   ii = 123456789 
 PRINT   unformatted float value ${ xx }$ 
 PRINT   Format I ${ xx:I }$ 
 PRINT   Format I16 ${ xx:I16 }$ 
 PRINT   Format f ${ xx:f }$ 
 PRINT   Format f3 ${ xx:f3 }$ 
 PRINT   Format F4 ${ xx:F4 }$ 
 PRINT   Format e2 ${ xx:e2 }$ 
 PRINT   Format E2 ${ xx:E2 }$ 
 PRINT   Format X4 ${ xx:X4 }$ 
 PRINT   unformatted integer value ${ ii }$ 
 PRINT   formatted integer value ${ ii:I }$ 
 PRINT   Format X4 ${ ii:X4 }$ 
 PRINT   Format X8 ${ ii:X8 }$ 
 PRINT   Format x4 ${ ii:x4 }$ 
 PRINT   Format B8 ${ ii:B8 }$ 
 PRINT   Format B16 ${ ii:B16 }$ 
 
When executed, the script will generate the following output: 
 
unformatted float value 1.23457e+036 
Format I -2147483648 
Format I16      -2147483648 
Format f 1234567800000000000000000000000000000.000000 
Format f3   1.234 
Format F4   1.2345 
Format e2   1.2345678e+036 
Format E2   1.2345678E+036 
Format X4 80000000 
unformatted integer value 1.23457e+008 
formatted integer value 123456789 
Format X4 75BCD15 
Format X8  75BCD15 
Format x4 75bcd15 
Format B8 00010101 
Format B16 1100110100010101 
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Arithmetic Expressions 
 
Arithmetic expressions can be used in most places where numerical values are needed. The syntax 
supports all basic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication and division) and unlimited levels 
of nesting parenthesis.  It recognizes integer and floating point numbers (the integer numbers can be 
specified in hex with the prefix ‚0x‘, like 0xABCD, or in binary with the prefix ‚0b‘, like 0b00011011). 
Also it accepts the declared variables, plots or matrices within the performer sequence script.  The 
following functions can be used (these functions are described in more detail at another place of this 
documentation): 
 
 no arguments: rand  
  
1 argument: abs acos acosh asin asinh atan atanh ceil circle comb cos cosh dcos dsin dtan erf erfc 
exp factln factorial floor gamma J0 J1 J2 J3 J4 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 Jinc ln lngamma log not rect sgn sin sinc 
sinh sqrt tan tanh triangle Y0 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9  
  
2 arguments: and atan atan180 beta bincoe chebyshev dist hermite Jn laguerre legendre max min 
mod or pow xor Yn  
  
3 arguments: cond laguerre ZernJ ZernR  
 
4 arguments: ZernNM  
 
In addition to these standard operations and functions, which can be found in almost any other 
programming language, the performer engine understands some useful specific constructs, which 
will be described next. 
 
 
1. Asignments. 
 
The expression parser accepts asigments within an expression. Therefore it is possible to set the 
value of a variable simply with an expression like varname=expression. Asignments can appear on 
any place inside an expression, not only once at the beginning, as in the example. For example, 
multiple assignments like var1=var2=var3=123 are possible and  will set all specified variables (in this 
example var1, var2 and var3) to the specified value (here 123). The result of any asignment is the 
asigned value. For example, the expression  var1=(var2=5)*10  will set var2 to 5 and var1 to 50 ( 5 
times 10). It should be noted that var1=var2=5*10  (without parenthesis) will set both variables var1 
and var2 to 50. 
   
2 Matrices. 
 
Matrix cell values, specified by row index and column index, can be addressed as 
 

matrix_name[ row_expression, column_expression ] 
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For example, var1=matrix1[3,4] will set var1 to the value found at row=3 and column=4 in the matrix 
matrix1.  The expression matrix1[3,4]=1234 will set the element at row=3 and column=4 to 1234. 
 
The numer of rows and columns of a given matrix can be found with the property-operator ‚@‘: 
 
 matrix_name@rows will specify the number of rows od matrix matrix_name  
 matrix_name@cols will specify the number of columns od matrix matrix_name  
 
These properties can be used in any expression as any ordinary variable, but please notice that these 
properties can only be read-out. Any attempt to change them with an assignment (like 
matrix_name@rows=33) will have no effect. To resize the matrix, please use the RESIZE_MATRIX 
command. 
 
For convenience, the complete matrix can be filled with a given value by a construct like  
 

matrix_name = expression 
 
where expression can be any arithmetic expression. Please note that this special kind of asignment 
should not be cascaded, that is, constructs like matrix1=matrix2=expression should be avoided. 
 
As a bonus feature, inside the right-side  expression, the following variables can be used: 
 
I or ROW: the current matrix row 
J or COL: the current matrix column 
X or Y: the current coordinates  
R: the current distance to the center of the matrix 
PHI: the angle to the x-axis 
 
Here it should be mentioned that the used coordinate system is placed at the center of the matrix 
and the x and y range goes from -1 to +1. (y=-1 is at row 0 and x=-1 is at column 0) 
 
Some examples: 
 mat1=0   will set all elements of mat1 to zero 
 mat1 = rand()  will fill the matrix mat1 with random values (between 0 and 1) 
 mat1 = circle(R/0.5)  will fill all matrix cells within the radius R<0.5 with 1, the others will be set to 0 
 mat1 = exp(x*x+y*y) will fill the complete matrix with gauss-shaped values 
 mat1 = circle(R)* exp(x*x+y*y) will fill the complete matrix with gauss-shaped values, truncated to 0 
at R>1. 
 
 
3. Plots 
 
The type “plot” used in performer scripts, is in fact a matrix decorated with coordinate axes. As such, 
its internal values  can be accessed similar to the methods described for matrices.  
The syntax is: 
 

plot_name[ row_expression , column_expression ] 
 
to access the values of the attached matrix and  
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 plot_name@rows will specify the number of rows of the attached matrix 
 plot_name@cols will specify the number of columns of the attached matrix 
 
In contrast to matrices, these properties can also be changed for plots,  in which case the attached 
matrix is resized to the new values.   
Additionally, the plots have some new properties, which can be readout or set within performer 
scripts: 
 
 plot_name@xmin   
 plot_name@xmax   
 plot_name@ymin   
 plot_name@ymax   
  plot_name@nviron   
   plot_name@wavelength   
 
By default, the rows and cols are set to 0, xmin and ymin to -1, xmax and ymax to 1, nviron to 1 and 
wavelength to the wavelength specified for current command.dat. 
 
 
4. Values from COMMAND.DAT 
 
Inside arithmetic expression, individual parameters of the DIFFRACT commands contained in the 
current command.dat can be used or modified with the following simple syntax: 
       

command_name@parameter_name 
 
The command_name must specify a valid name, like Beam_Source_1, and the parameter_name 
must indentify a numerical parameter, like RA or NMAX.   The so specified parameters can be used in 
any expression like an ordinary variable, but care should be taken, however, not to specify non-
numerical parameters (like TYPE). In this case the results are undefined (in most cases they will 
evaluate to zero). Furthermore, one should avoid writing to parameters that specify some ordinal 
size, like number of layers or number of actions. 
If the parameter is a length, then the values are always returned or expected in millimeters (even if 
the units of the DIFFRACT command are different). 
The  wavelength and incident refraction index of a DIFFRACT command can be accessed with the 
predefined parameters WAVELENGTH and NVIRON: 
 

command_name@WAVELENGTH 
command_name@NVIRON 

 
regardless of the DIFFRACT command type. The wavelength is always in millimeters. 
 
Both, the name of a DIFFRACT command and the name of the desired parameter can be determined 
from the Edit DIFFRACT Parameters dialog box: 
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More convenient, the command name and a subset of its parameters is displayed in the caption and 
status bars of the main window, when the mouse cursor moves over the command icon in the 
Workbench-View: 
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
NOTE: 
When using DIFFRACT command parameters, one should consider the way that DiffractGUI is 
automatically naming the commands, by assigning an ordinal index to their name, as they are 
created. This means that when a command.dat is changed, the attached index changes too, not 
necessarily reflecting the physical order in which the commands appear in command.dat. 
For example, starting with a command.dat that contains two beams, the names would be 
 
Beam_Source_1 
Beam_Source_2 
 
Now, if a third BEAM is inserted between Beam1 and Beam2, the names would be 
 
Beam_Source_1 
Beam_Source_3 
Beam_Source_2 
 

Place mouse over the 
desired parameter field 
and wait …. 

…until a tooltip appears. 
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After closing the command.dat and reloading it, however, the names would be: 
 
Beam_Source_1 
Beam_Source_2 
Beam_Source_3 
 
This behavior should be considered, when creating performer scripts. One could avoid this kind of 
index-shuffling by closing and reloading the command.dat after insertion or deletion of commands. 
 
 
5. Text variables (Character arrays) 
 
Individual characters of a text variable can be used inside arithmetic expressions as  
 

textvariable_name[index_expression] 
and set with  

textvariable_name[index_expression]=some value 
 
They can be set to any value between 0 and 255. However, setting a value of 0 will truncate the text 
variable at that position, because internally the text variables are stored as zero-terminated strings. 

Example of expressions 
 
The following example script shall help understand the various possibilities: 
 
BLOCK   Using Arithmetic Expressions With Variables, Matrices, Plots and changing COMMAND.DAT 
 VARIABLE   v1=rand()*1000 
 VARIABLE   v2= ( v1==v1 ) 
 PRINT   variable v1 has ${ v1 }$  and variable v2 has value ${ v2 }$   
 MATRIX   matrix1 
  ROWS   12 
  COLUMNS   16 
  INITIALIZE   rand()*1000 
 PRINT    
 PRINT   Readout matrix properties and values 
 PRINT   matrix1 has ${ matrix1@rows }$  rows 
 PRINT   matrix1 has ${ matrix1@cols }$ columns 
 PRINT   matrix1 has ${ matrix1@cols*matrix1@rows }$ values 
 PRINT   matrix1[ 3 , 4 ] has value ${ matrix1[3,4] }$   
 PRINT    
 PRINT   Set a matrix cell 
 SET   matrix1[3,4]=123456 
 PRINT   matrix1[ 3 , 4 ] has now value ${ matrix1[3,4] }$   
 PRINT    
 PRINT   Set the complete matrix to same value 
 SET   matrix1=3456 
 PRINT   whole matrix has now value ${ matrix1[3,4] }$   
 PRINT    
 PRINT   Using plots in expressions: 
 PLOT   plot1 
  EXTENT    
   XMIN   -1 
   XMAX   1 
   YMIN   -1 
   YMAX   1 
  WAVELENGTH   WAVELENGTH 
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  NVIRON   NVIRON 
  UNIT   UNIT 
 PRINT   plot1 has ${ plot1@rows }$  rows 
 PRINT   plot1 has ${ plot1@cols }$ columns 
 PRINT   Attaching a matrix to plot 
 LOAD_PLOT_DATA   plot1 
  FROM_MATRIX   matrix1 
 PRINT   plot1 has ${ plot1@rows }$  rows 
 PRINT   plot1 has ${ plot1@cols }$ columns 
 PRINT   plot1[ 3 , 4 ] has value ${ plot1[3,4] }$   
 PRINT   plot1 has X-Range [ ${ plot1@xmin }$ ...   ${ plot1@xmax }$ ] 
 PRINT   plot1 has Y-Range [ ${ plot1@ymin }$ ...   ${ plot1@ymax }$ ] 
 PRINT    
 PRINT   Reading values from the COMMAND.DAT (LENGTHS are returned always in millimeters!) 
 PRINT   Radius of aperture of BeamSource_1 is  ${ Beam_Source_1@RA }$ mm 
 PRINT   this is  ${ Beam_Source_1@RA / Beam_Source_1@WAVELENGTH }$ waves ! 
 PRINT    
 PRINT   Setting values in the COMMAND.DAT (LENGTHS always in millimeters!) 
 PRINT   PLEASE BE CAREFUL WITH THIS KIND OF ASSIGNMENTS ! 
 SET   Beam_Source_1@RA = 1000 * Beam_Source_1@WAVELENGTH 
 PRINT   Radius of aperture of BeamSource_1 have been set to  ${ Beam_Source_1@RA }$ mm 
 PRINT   this is  ${ Beam_Source_1@RA / Beam_Source_1@WAVELENGTH }$ waves ! 
 PRINT   The NVIRON of Beam_Source_1 is  ${ Beam_Source_1@NVIRON  }$   
 

The script should generate some output like: 
 
variable v1 has 998.108  and variable v2 has value 1   
 
Readout matrix properties and values 
matrix1 has 12  rows 
matrix1 has 16 columns 
matrix1 has 192 values 
matrix1[ 3 , 4 ] has value 44.6486   
 
Set a matrix cell 
matrix1[ 3 , 4 ] has now value 123456   
 
Set the complete matrix to same value 
whole matrix has now value 3456   
 
Using plots in expressions: 
plot1 has 0  rows 
plot1 has 0 columns 
Attaching a matrix to plot 
plot1 has 12  rows 
plot1 has 16 columns 
plot1[ 3 , 4 ] has value 3456   
plot1 has X-Range [ -1 ...   1 ] 
plot1 has Y-Range [ -1 ...   1 ] 
 
Reading values from the COMMAND.DAT (LENGTHS are returned always in millimeters!) 
Radius of aperture of BeamSource_1 is  30 mm 
this is  47393.4 waves ! 
 
Settings values in the COMMAND.DAT (LENGTHS always in millimeters!) 
PLEASE BE CAREFUL WITH THIS KIND OF ASSIGNMENTS ! 
Radius of aperture of BeamSource_1 have been set to  0.633 mm 
this is  1000 waves ! 
The NVIRON of Beam_Source_1 is  1   
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Internal Global Variables 

 

The following internal variables can be used in any arithmetic expressions. They are automatically 
defined and need no explicit declaration. Their value is set internally by the performer engine and 
they shall be only read-out and never set.  
 
WAVELENGTH is the incident wavelength in millimeters. Please notice that this is the same as the 
specified document wavelength. If the wavelength specific to a DIFFRACT-command is needed, use 
the GET_COMMAND_PARAMETERS performer-command (see later in this document).  
 
 
LAST_RETURN_VALUE is the value specified by the last executed RETURN command. 

EOF is set to 1 if the end of file is reached for the current input file, otherwise it has the value 0. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


